
Goshen
Integrated Drive Motor for Harsh Environment

Built to Need

The Goshen is an integrated high-power  drive and motor assembly 
comprising a brushless motor and inverter (drive).
It is designed to operate on off-road vehicles and other harsh environment 
applications. The system's precise thermal design prevents overheating of 
the electronic by the motor dissipated heat.   
The integrated drive motor was developed jointly by GFT and Bental's 
motion engineers. It integrates motor and drive electronics in one package 
to keep the same space and interface in the customer's existing system.
It can be adapted to specific uses and customized for other applications. 
Goshen's bus voltage range is 18 to 32 VDC, at a rated speed of 2,400 RPM, 
providing continuous rated torque of 20 Nm, under all environmental 
conditions between -40 to 65 ˚C.
The Goshen  features advanced servo functionality. The motor is 
electronically controlled and allows for an energy-efficient use of the 
system. GFTuner software tools allow comprehensive yet straightforward 
auto-tuning, and implementation of complex control schemes.
Advanced setup and configuration environment facilitates high-speed and 
effective control tuning for optimal integration.

Main Features
ˆ Easy installation and reduced EMI due to drive and
motor integration
ˆ Increased reliability
ˆ High efficiency
ˆ Motor + drive compact footprint
ˆ Low weight
ˆ Enhanced safety features
ˆ Wide temperature range of operation
ˆ GFTuner A software tool-set allowing complex control schemes, 
including gain scheduling for instant handling of changing system 
dynamics. Automatic transfer function identification, including uncertainty.
ˆ Joint development with a Bental generator enables optimal power 
management system performance.  
ˆ Advanced maintenance and diagnostics features
  ˆ “Click & Drive” - no customer's system system-specific tuning required
  ˆ Remote maintenance and malfunction handling (optional)
ˆ User-friendly and easy maintenance
ˆ One point of contact and address for the complete power and control 
system.

Communication
ˆ RS-232 & CANBUS
Optional (upon request):
ˆ Full CANopen DS301 with IEC-61800 (formerly DS402) support.
ˆ Ethernet and EtherCAT

Applications 
ˆ AGV
ˆ UMV
ˆ Agriculture
ˆ Industry

 



Specifications 

Outline Drawing

Gevasol Group  
Gevasol is oriented toward developing and producing customized
and tailored products developed together with its customers.
The design process starts with listening to the customer and
fully understanding his needs.
Gevasol' skilled engineers and operational teams allow us to
turn an idea into a product quickly, using transparent processes.
Our customers rely on our responsiveness.

Drive Units Description
Rated terminal voltage VDC 30
Nominal Voltage at POR VDC 28.5
Voltage ripple VDC 1      peak to mean maximum
Rated load current (Cont., min.) A 180 
Peak Current (for 0.5 sec.) A 1.2 x rated
Rated output (min.) KW 5.4
Efficiency (at rated point) % > 95
Feedback* Sin-Cos encoder, resolver
Continuous load at 2500 RPM A 90
Continuous load from 3500 RPM A 180

2 min overload % 150   of nominal
5 sec overload % 200   of nominal
Protection Over current, over / under voltage, over load, shorts on motor’s 

terminals, reverse polarity, over temperature,
MTBF (min.) hr. 10,000
Safety
Communications* RS-232 & CANBUS
Motor
Type BLDC, Permanent magnet 
Torque (Cont.) Nm 20
Torque constant Nm/ARMS 0.105    (-5%/+10%)
Rated speed RPM 2,400
Acceleration rad/sec2 2,500
General
Diameter mm 200
Length 200
Weight Kg. 24
Water resistance IP67
Operation temperature ºC -40 to 65
Storage temperature ºC -20 to 71
Storage humidity % R.H 50  ± 20
Standards conformity MIL-STD-1275D, MIL-STD-461F, MIL-STD-810G

* Contact Bental for additional options
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Built to Need
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